Fort Walton Beach Chapter 7 Bankruptcy
Lawyers Announce New Platform
December 18, 2018
Fort Walton Beach, FL – As esteemed Chapter 7 bankruptcy lawyers in Fort Walton Beach, FL,
giving advice to the local community on how to avoid the pitfalls of debt and bankruptcy is very
important to Martin Lewis, and Steven Jurnovoy. Thanks to their “Bankruptcy Hour” TV show and
company blog, the team of skilled attorneys has been able to effectively express the tips that are most
important when trying to avoid bankruptcy. The team is proud to announce the audio from “
Bankruptcy Hour” will soon be available on digital platforms in podcast form.
A podcast is defined as “a digital audio file made available on the Internet for downloading to a
computer or mobile device, typically available as a series, new installments of which can be received
by subscribers automatically.” Both the TV show and company blog allow Martin Lewis and Steven
Jurnovoy to explain the options many can consider when dealing with financial obstacles. Having
audio of their TV show soon available on a digital platform will allow their expert opinions to be even
more accessible.
“Bankruptcy affects so many people in our local area, and a lot of the time we see people making
decisions due to the simple fact most are uninformed of all of the options available,” Steven Jurnovoy
said. “Having our audio be converted to a podcast format gives us another opportunity to reach those
who are requesting our advice before making these important decisions.”
The duo has amassed a multitude of information on their company blog, located at
www.lewisandjurnovoy.com/blog. Each blog contains exceptional tips from ways to save a home from
foreclosure to stories about scam and fraud, all sourced from the expert Chapter 13 bankruptcy
attorneys in Fort Walton Beach, FL.
For questions that need to be directly addressed by the Lewis & Jurnovoy team, email BKHour@4debtor.com. For more information regarding Lewis & Jurnovoy, please visit
https://lewisandjurnovoy.com/ or call (850) 863-9110.
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